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The Image of Fairfield

Hoop Dreams come true for
women's basketball team...

Inside this
week
Unity March
scheduled for
tomorrow
Find out the details on
P-3
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On a low
budget for
spring break?
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We have some solutions
for you, see p.5
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Page Driscoll

Jessica Grossarth

Chantel Williams

Now it's their turn to head to the
"Big Dance"
Christine llamel
Editor-in-Chief
Decorated with red
and white balloons, the Barone
Campus Center had a sign displaying "We're going to the
Dance." If you don't know
what the commotion is all about
by now, the women's basketball team defeated the Loyola
Greyhounds 59-53 in the
M AAC Championship game on
Sunday at the Pepsi Arena in
Albany.
By winning the game,
the Fairfield women's basketball team became MAAC
champions and earned an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament.
As soon as the Stag's
were victorious, the university
prepared for victory celebrations. FUSA organized Monday afternoon's pep rally as
well as the welcome reception
for the freshly crowned MAAC
champions' bus.
On Sunday evening,
an excited group of students
gathered to welcome the bus
carrying the women's basketball team home from Albany.
Signs were hung throughout the
residence halls Sunday night to
inform the students of
Monday's pep rally.
"We are obviously
very proud of the women's team
and their major accomplish-

ment," Chris Cipriano, FUSA president, said. "They'll now be representing Fairfield before the nation
and I wish them the best of luck."
This past Monday at 1
p.m., Fairfield University congratulated the team and their coaching
staff. As senior tri-captains Page

Grossarth and Driscoll carried in the MAAC trophy
while the crowd cheered.
After the trophy was
displayed on the stage in the
campus center lobby, Matt
Pitucco '98, vice president of
government operations, intro-

photo: C. Hamel
Senior Stags' Jessica Grossarth, Page Driscoll, and Chantal Williams
pose with the MAAC tournament trophy after the pep rally.
Driscoll, JessicaGrossarth, Chantel
Williams, the team, and Coach
Dianne Nolan arrived on a flat bed
truck escorted by security, the team
proudly displayed the MAAC tournament trophy while fans screamed
and cheered.
Aretha Franklin's "Respect" was playing in the lobby of
the campus center as students, the
media, and townspeople gathered
to await the introduction of the team.

duced Coach Nolan. Nolan
thanked everyone for their
support throughout the entire
year.
"We're really excited. I' m really happy for the
seniors to go to the NCAAs. I
'm happy for the school,"
Nolan said.
After Nolan's words,
Pitucco introduced the 1998
MAAC Champions in class

order. After the entire team
was introduced, Driscoll,
Grossarth, and Williams spoke
to the crowd. The tri-captains
thanked them for the support
all year and especially thanked
those who traveled to Albany
for them.
"We want all the students and faculty who continuously supported us to know how
much we appreciate it. Hopefully, our winning the MAAC
will only encourage more to
come out next year and cheer
us on," Driscoll, MAAC tournament MVP, said. Gail
Strumpf made the All- Tournament Team.
"I'm happy with the
turnout of the students who
came. The students were not
the only ones who were here
for the rally, there were members of the town and the players' families as well. This is
for the players," Pitucco said.
"Winning this MAAC
Championship was the perfect
way to end my career here at
Fairfield University. It was one
goal
that
was
left
unaccomplished and with attaining it, I feel complete,"
Driscoll said.
The FUSA Senate
unanimously approved a bill
Sunday night commending the
team for their MAAC title and
a trip to the NCAA tournament.

First female
Chief Justice
Learn more about
Rosa Rebimbas, see p.6

Do you need
to be shot?
Health center advises
you might want to be safe,
see p. 9

LL Cool J
isn't cool
Does LLfit into
the Fairfield culture?
See p. 10

Get Sleazy!
Check out your
favorite talk show,
see p. 11

Areyouhurtin'
because you're
not flirtin' ?
Brush up your flirting
skills for Spring Break,
see p. 13

See what's
cookin' in
sports!
Dave Cooks pfofded,
seep. 15
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Campus Beat
John Griffith
Assistant A &E Editor
Feb. 20
-12:01 a.m.-Theft. A Mazda and a purse in the Mazda was stolen. Theculprits
smashed a window to gain entry. There are no suspects.
Feb. 21
-1:47 p.m.- Vandalism. A manhole cover near TH block 15 was removed.
-2:43 p.m.- A student reported being harassed by other students in her hall.
Security is investigating the matter.
-6:57 p.m.- The "open" sign from the Levee was stolen. Thecase is still "open."
Feb. 23
-8:51 a.m.- A criminal trespass warning was given to a recently fired Sodexho
employee for returning to campus for no apparent reason.
Feb. 24
-11:59 p.m.- A student reported that nonracial, nonsexual harassing messages
were written on a poster belonging to the student.
Feb. 26
-1:47 a.m.-The Campion 1 Hall mirror was smashed with a chair. The suspect
was identified, admitted his wrongdoing, and was fined accordingly.

Town Beat
Maura Parsons
News Editor
According to Fairfield Police reports, parties at three student beach houses
"were broken up by police for noise violations on Sunday, Feb. 15. Police responded
to complaints from neighbors and arrived at the student houses to issue fines to the
residents of each house for disruption of the peace.

Classifieds
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CHEERS
to Congrats to the 1998 Mooseateer
Conference Bid Team... to Kostka's Vu
II.... to plaid pants and Rita... to Fritos,
blue ranch doritos, & mug rootbeer... to
new Eucharistic Ministers... to 1320... to
"How do you feel?"...to Amen!...to cute
hosts at Uno's... to clipping "wings"... to
"King Kong"... to Ft. Lauderdale in 8
days... to California Dreams that will
soon come true... to the FU ski team and
great friends... to the "Buckwild" presidentoftheski team-good job...to "Baton
Rouge" and my line dancing partner-you
know who you are... to a blue van, a red
van, and regionals... to Stacey-Happy
22nd Birthday... to Lisa- Happy Belated
B-day... To Jenn- Happy 22nd... to the
women's basketball team... to Simona
Tubolard, our new staff writer - thanks
for joining... to the second interview... to
the new and improved TV set!... to marti
gras and two "mississippi" kisses... to
getting beads for hooking up a friend... to
Barry White strip teases... to the bagel,
you know who you are... to Frank... to
that guy in my 7th period class, yeah the
really sexy one who drives a blazer... to
the phantom pisser... to our new tv
shield... to Richard, why not?... to Marty
Moose... to late night water gun fightsthanks for the "shower" Tom & Joe!... to
the Stag caught in the headlights... to
ARE YOU READY!!!!... to the
NEACHUR crew-we did one hell of a
job... to the crush that actually liked you
back... to the US Naval and Merchant
Marine Academy-J.H... to the B.F.N.H.It's about time for "69"...to the softball
team-good luck in '98...to JRR #8...to
men's lacrosse beating #22 Hartford —
this could be the year.... to sunshine...

BOOS
to rain... to the D.L. and A.E... to
roommates going home... to pyros... to
cops who yell at girls for removing police
horses... to the seniors leaving the ski
team- we will miss you... to too many
meetings in one day... to being bored in
pointless classes... to 2 exams and a presentation in one day... to siblings weekend right before midterms...to hearing the
same thing over and over again... to looking for a job...to interviewing over Spring
Break... to annoying people very early in
the morning... to internships from hell...
to new, expensive TV's... to the tv wetter,
you know who you are (or do you?)... to
great aim... to our pet's heads FALLING
OFF!... to terrible bar service at the mardi
gras party... to juniors who ruin mardi
gras for the rest of us... to having no
money... to having no job and no money...
to puddles in the rug... to "what is that
smell?"... to fights at the Grape... to
condoms and oral sex...to wishing you'd
never stopped playing...to your girlfriend
graduating...to having no dukes...to not
knowing what the hell you're doing yet
for Spring Break... to not having a job...
to Res Life giving you a hard time... to
liars who go to administration... to the
Pillsbury Dough Boy... to people who put
the idea in others... to no one going to the
games in Albany... to everything... to not
feeling well., to loud people... to no typists... to long pointless articles... to not
making deadlines., to midterms next
week... to the dictator - we're gonna cut
you down to size... to Little Miss Know It
All... to the tyrannt... to annoying people
who stop by for two hours and drive you
totally crazy... to hearing the same story over and over again... to rainy days...

Summer Nanny- New Canaan family seeks nanny for two school aged children
to live with us at great summer resort. Must love kids, be energetic, love the beach,
swimming and biking with kids, for details, Call Hilary #203-966-9328 or fax letter/
resume to #203-966-0626.
Do you enjoy boats? Do you enjoy people? Then we have the perfect job for
you!!!! Brewers Yacht Haven of Stamford: A full service boat yard is looking for
summer dock staff. Please call Dave M. or Will at 203-359-4500.
Club Med & Cruise Ships now hiring- Free details 800-436-3242
Planning Spring Break? Looking for good airfare? Want to earn $50.00 for 2
hours finding that fare? If you will be purchasing an airline ticket for Spring Break
and want to earn $50 trying to book it. Call L. miller at 203-705-3052 or email
linda.miller@priceline.com. This opportunity will be available for 2 weeks beginning March 2nd.
Female Roommate needed ASAP for98-99 Beach House with 3 girls-very cheap,
call Lauren 256-6297
ARE YOU FREE SATURDAY NIGHT?! We need a babysitter for Saturday
nights, usually 6-1 lish, children ages 3 and 1. Prior experience, proclivity towards
young children and transportation to Wesport are a must. Great Job for studying,
going out late! Will pay up to $10/hour. Call Lauren, 221-7424.
BABYSITTER WANTED! In walking distance to campus
We are looking for a responsible student to babysitfor three kids ages 9, 5, and
3. Daytime hours flex, to include some light cooking, and picking up toys before
leaving. $7/hour. Laundry facil. avail; call Christine @ 254-1736.

CHEERS AND
BOOS ARE DUE
IN MIRROR
OFFICE
BY SUNDAY
OR SEND THEM
TO BOX AA !!
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A call for unity
Annual unity march moved up to tomorrow,
following bias incidents

>
Hunger Cleanup
sponsors Soup
and Bread Night
Simona Tubbolard
Staff Writer

Maura Parsons
News Editor
Members of the university community will unite tomorrow in a march to
celebrate diversity and condemn the recent bias incidents on campus.
The annual unity march - traditionally slated to take place during Horizons Weekend in April- was moved up
to Friday, March 6 due to the influx of
racial incidents on campus. Over the
past two months, .seven incidents of racial and homophobic bias were reported
to campus authorities at the university.
"In spite of the recent racial
incidents," FUSA president Chris
Cipriano said, "We felt that it would be
proactive to move the march up a month
to serve as a visual reminder that ignorance will not be tolerated at the university."
The unity march will begin at 1
p.m. this Friday on the Oakroom patio of
the Barone Campus Center.
The march is expected to move
from the campus center to the road behind
Canisius Hall and extend around the Quad.
The march will conclude at the campus
center.

Flashback: members of the university come together to promote tolerance in a
previous unity march. The 1998 unity march will take place tomorrow.
photo: Mirror archives
"It is a perfect opportunity
the crowd during the event. At press time,
for students to show their support,"
Conroy was unable to confirm the identity
Dan Conroy, FUSA vice president of
of the faculty speaker.
multicultural relations and organizer
Both Conroy and Cipriano said
of the march, said. "The unity march
that they are hoping for a large turnout on
has the power to make a positive
Friday. Buttons promoting tolerance on
statement to the campus community."
campus will be available at the beginning of
Conroy said that Cipriano
the unity march.
and a faculty member will address

The tenth annual Great Hunger Cleanup is approaching, as the
March 28 day of volunteerism draws
near. To kick off the event, the Hunger
Cleanup Executive Board is sponsoring "Soup and Bread Night" to be held
Tuesday, March 10 at 5:30 p.m. in the
McGrath Room in the chapel.
Guest speaker, Dr. Judy
Primavera will be lecturing about
volunteerism to the students and faculty who have signed up to partake in
the Hunger Cleanup. All students who
ha ve signed up for the Hunger Cleanup
are invited to attend Soup and Bread
Night, to share a simple meal of bread,
soup, and juice and to further their
awareness of hunger and poverty in
America.
Interested students can contact Hunger Cleanup Chairperson
Scott Miiddlemiss at ext 6285 or stop
by Campus Ministry for further details.
Students involved with the Hunger
Cleanup volunteer at worksites in the
local area to aid the community, while
raising money to help fight the problem of hunger in the country.

V
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Students, faculty respond to
School of Business relocation
Brian Huben
Contributing Writer
Fairfield's chronic problem of a
lack of classroom space may be resolved
because of the school's recent acquisition
of the Conference Center, university officials said. Some business students and
faculty members, however, have expressed
concern about the recent acquisition.
The Conference Center, which
will become the home of the school of
business in the fall, now contains eight
classrooms, offices, an amphitheater seating 150 people and 64 bedrooms.
In addition, the university will
create four more classrooms, eight team
workrooms, two computer labs, 45 faculty
offices and the dean's complex under the
four million dollar purchase.
"In the past few years, classroom
space has become very limited," Dr. Milo
Peck, associate dean of the school of business, said. "The university is in need of
more classrooms and the purchase of the
Conference Center is a good solution."
In the past five years, enrollment
in the School of Business has risen from
approximately 650 students to almost
1,000. "The move will give the school
much more space and will reduce the large
amounts of students which often build up
in the present academic buildings," Peck
said.
The move to the Conference Center, an approximate ten minute walk from
the Campus Center, may cause segregation amongst faculty members, said Dr.
Dawn Massey, an accounting professor.
"The move to the Conference Center may
seclude the school of business from the
rest of the university," Massey said.
Students have expressed concern
as to how the students will get from the

back in 2007 at no
charge. However, because
of
the
university's need for
a new academic
building, Fairfield
opted to purchase the
Conference Center
nine years earlier for
$4 million which will
come from present
and future capital gift
revenues.
Chris
Cipriano, FUSA
President, said he was
both shocked and excited at the purchase
of the Conference
Center.
"I know that
the school wanted to
get the Conference
Center back earlier
than
originally
The recent attainment of the conference center has ellicited both excitment and confern from faculty and
planned, but I didn't
students
photo: Mirror archives
think it would happen for at least another five years,"
Cipriano
said.
"This
is a major addition to
said in apress release. Students have raised
Conference Center to Donarumma in
the
university
and
a
great
acquisition."
questions, though, about the reliability of
the ten minutes allotted between
The
move
will
leave
much room
the bus.
classes.
in
Donarumma,
where
the
school
of busi"The school also has a bus to
"I already find it hard to get
ness
presently
resides.
Plans
are
not yet
Dolan Hall, but it's not always dependfrom Bannow to Donarumma in the
finalized
for
the
space
that
will
be
created
able," Mike Phippen '01 said. "If the
ten minutes between classes," Kevin
by the transition of the business school.
school were to have a new bus route, it
Hayes'01 said. "I don't think it'll be
"The purchase of the Conference
would have to be reliable because it would
possible to get from the Conference
Center
is
not just a gain for the business
affect students' arriving at class on time,"
Center to Donarumma in that amount
school;
it's
a gain for the whole univerhe said.
of time."
sity,"
Peck
said.
"Next year, there will be
Under the agreement with
"Campus bus routes will be
considerably
more
flexibility in terms of
America's Community Bankers, the Conmodified to go to and from the Conscheduling
classes
and
that will benefit all
ference Center's bu i Ider and current owner,
ference Center," William Schimpf,
of
Fairfield's
students."
Fairfield would get the conference center
vice president for student services,
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Murray Farber to say goodbye to Fairifeld
Public Relations director will retire, reminisces about his tenure at Fairfield
Dana Ambrosini
Assistant News Editor
He has had to handle press coverage of good times, like Fairfield
basketball's legendary bid against North
Carolina, and bad times, like last year's
stillborn birth. Now, Murray Farber, director of public relations, is retiring.
You may remember seeing him
at sports events wearing a goofy hat with a
Stag on top. Farber, who served Fairfield
for 18 years, characterizes his time here as
rewarding. He identified the incidents
above as two of the most noteworthy events
he has covered.
"Good schools sometimes have
trouble selling themselves," said Farber.
Throughout his duration here, Farber's
number one goal has been to make Fairfield
more visible and recognizable. The basketball story was one of the most memorable events that he has presided over, and
quite beneficial for putting Fairfield on the
map.
On the other side of the spectrum, Farber recalls the stillborn birth in
one of the dorms as being one of the
saddest and most negative events that he
dealt with.
He said that the incident shows
the right way to deal with the press which
is, "never lie, and be as open as possible so
that it does not appear that the university is
trying to hide something." In that incident,
Farber allowed reporters on campus but
did not allow them to invade the residence
halls.

Farber initially came to Fairfield
from an extensi ve background on the other
side of the public relations scene, as a
journalist. His 20 years of news experience include the position of managing
editor at the New Haven Register. Farber

A replacement for Farber has
not yet been chosen, but he is confident
that the staff of Public Relations is quite
capable of successfully making the transition as no director has yet been appointed.
"Murray has been a great mentor

"Murray has been a great mentor to me, to everyone who works in
our department and to any student
who has had the good fortune to
intern for him "

joined the army for two years and when he
shed his soldier status for that of a civilian, he reentered the field of journalism.
Not until 1980, while a student
at Fairfield's now-defunct graduate school
of communications, was Farber approached with the possibility of working
for the Public Relations department at
Fairfield University.

to me, to everyone who works in our
department and to any student who has
had the good fortune to intern for him. He
has been encouraging, supportive, and
fair, all the traits one would wish for in a
supervisor," said Nancy Habetz, assistant
director of public relations. "Farber has#
been a friend to the staff as well, someone
that they could go to with any concerns,

Campus group to host
Labor Teach-in

Gold, silver, Jesuits and the
conquest of Mexico lecture
Fairfield University's series of
programs on Mexico continues with a
talk by Professor Charlotte Gradie, department of history at Sacred Heart University, on the conquest of northern
Mexico and the role of the missionaries in
pacifying the native populations there.
Dr. Gradie received her Ph.D. in
1990 from the University of Connecticut
with a dissertation on the Jesuit Missions
in Spanish North America, 1566 to 1623.
This is the third event in Fairfield
University's series on Mexico, marking

the occasion of the 150th anniversary of
the end of the Mexican-American War
and the transfer of Northern Mexico to
the United States..
The talk will take place on
Thursday, March 5, at 7:30 p.m. in the
auditorium of the School of Nursing.
Admission is free. Those interested
may also care to visit the exhibit on
Mexico and the Mexican-American War
in the Nyselius Library.
(PR-Department of Latin
American and Caribbean studies)

Speedy Research
Reports: $6.00 per page
Over 50,000 topics & clippings.
Materials for research
assistance use only!
6546 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
2ND FLOOR, RM. 209
Los ANGELES, CA 90028
Hours: Mon-Fri 10:30am-6pm
Saturdays, 1 lam-4pm

The Concerned University Community Members (CUCM) will be sponsoring a Labor Teach-in to educate the
university on labor issues on March 25.
Five speakers have been tentatively scheduled to explain current labor
issues and how they may apply to the
situation of unfair wages of the custodial
staff at Fairfield University.
A representative of Elm City
Congregations Organized (ECCO) will
be speaking on the living wage campaign
in New Haven, CT, and community involvement in labor campaigns.
A member of Yale's Student La-

r

bor Action Committee (SLAC) will speak
on student organizing and involvement in
labor campaigns. A representative from
Local 217 (the union which represents
Fairfield University's Sodexho workers),
a labor organizer from Bridgeport, and
Dr. Cecilia Bucki from the univerity's
history department will also speak on
related labor issues. The Teach-in will be
held in the Campus Center Lobby from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. Any questions concerning
the Teach-in can be directed to CUCM,
Box 2856. ;
(PR-CUCM)

A

EXTRA INCOME FOR '98
Earn $500 - $ 1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $ 1.00
with SASE to:
QR0Up RVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., Dept N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918

Custom Research available
Visa/MC/Amcx/Fax

Call Today!
1-800-356-9001

and a 'wonderful person' who will be
missed."
Although entering retirement,
Farber has many options open to him in the
way of future activities. He has been offered
the opportunity to write a column for two
publications. Although making no commitments as yet, Farber has indicated an interest
in returning to writing about religious issues.
In the late 1950s when Farber was
still a "fledgling reporter" for a small New
Jersey newspaper, he volunteered to do the
religious page. He feels that it is an important topic that is not handled correctly by
most newspapers. He commented that many
people are interested in religion and that
"religion can tie in with anything," however
it is often ignored by papers.
When asked for advice for those
thinking about acareer in journalism, Farber
offered the insight that "it is very rare that a
story is one-sided," and that it is most important to get both sides and handle issues in a
balanced manner. He alluded to a quote
from Joseph Pulitzer regarding the three
ingredients to a successful newspaper: "accuracy, accuracy, and accuracy."
Farber went on to say that the career he had chosen does not always prove to
be lucrative, but that it offers other advantages. As evidence, he offered a. story he
once wrote which uncovered a judge involved in corrupt activities. "There is a rush
when you write a good article or expose. I
felt like I was doing something good for the
community."
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Campus Life
Spring Break on a Small Budget
Liz Harder
Staff Writer
Don't have the cash to go to
Cancun? No problem! It's still
possible to have a great Spring
Break without spending a small
fortune. There are fun Spring
Break activities for any budget
within driving distance. So hop in
your car and make the most of it!
Newport, R.I. is a great place
to visit as a day trip or for a few
days. There are a million things to
do there. Newport is famous for
its fabulous mansions and beautiful beaches. In the center of town,
there are plenty of bars, restaurants, and quirky little shops.
If you can't see it all in one
day, spend the weekend.
Newport's cheap hotel rates make
it easy! Because March is the offseason, most hotels offer rooms
up to 50 percent off the regular
rates.
If you want to get out of town
for the day, Mystic, Conn, is easy
to get to and lots of fun. All of the
action can be found by reaching
exit 90 off of 1-95. Who needs
Seaworld? Mystic Marine Life

Aquarium has live sharks, dolhome, so you'll be able to quit
too much money isn't. Rememphins, beluga whales, penguins,
while you're ahead.
ber, the point of not going to
seals, and thousands of other
After winning big at the
Cancun was to save money so
fish and marine animals. Plus,
slot machines, get off at exit 63
don't overdo it!
you can pick up adorable souveon 1-95 on your way home and
Another inexpensive and less
nirs and stuffed animals in the
shop till you drop! The Clinton
risky day trip is exploring the
shape of your favorite waterCrossing Factory Outlets offer
other side of the Long Island
dwelling animal. Right nextdoor
great bargains. The smart shopSound. The best part is that you
is Mystic Seaport which has 19th
per will get huge discounts at
don't have to drive. The Bridgecentury shops, houses, and hisstores like The Gap, Calvin
port and Port Jefferson Steamtoric ships.
Klein, and Ralph Lauren Polo.
boat Co. runs a year-round ferry
And, if you're feeling lucky,
While gambling and shopservice from Bridgeport to Port
you can travel two more exits
ping are a lot of fun, spending
Jefferson in Long Island, New
down 1-95
York.
t
o
Just steps
Foxwoods
from
the ferry
r-ifl
1 p J
Casino
dock in Port
where you
Jefferson is a vil-J LJ °
can risk it
lage filled with
^T\
all. Believe
small shops with
it or not,
souvenirs and
the largest
unique gifts.
<f<$$M
casino in
There are also
^^
r J*C? ')
-^'^W^'^^w-,
the westrestaurants, ice
ern Hemicream shops,
sphere is in
and areas with
Ledyard,
beautiful garConn. You
dens and water
^y
might want
views.
to leave
Spend a few
i^5_
your ATM
mm!
=:
hours
in Port
^^~^^^~^^^^^^^
\^^r^-CT~—card
at
Jefferson and

£8 33 m& \x&
n^o^^i

f^*~^

^^jj^^m

then sit back and enjoy the view
while the ferry returns to Bridgeport. Don't worry, the boat will
come back later to pick you up.
For ferry prices and departure
times call (888) 44-Ferry.
The Maritime Center in
South Norwalk is a great place to
spend the day and is only twenty
minutes from Fairfield at exit
15S off 1-95. See sharks, seals,
jellyfish, and other rare marine
animals, plus learn all there is to
know about marine life.
The most unique feature of
the Maritime Center is the IMAX
theater. This movie theater has a
screen that is six stories high and
eight stories wide. Playing at the
IMAX theater through the month
of June are: Alaska: Spirit of the
Wild,Titanica, and Hawaii: Born
ofParadise. Call (203) 852-0700
for show times.
For more ideas or information about Spring Break opportunities in the area, call. (800)
CT-Bound. You'd probably
rather be in Mexico, but look on
the bright side, at least you can
drink the water in Connecticut!

photo: Mirror archives

Westport Spa Reveals Relaxation Rituals
Cori Martindale
Staff Writer

Lighted candles, fresh
flowers, scented oils, relaxation
music. Sound like your dorm
room? Probably not. However,
according to Lisa West, creator
of Westport Spa, these items
can reduce the stress of college
life.
West visited Fairfield
University on Feb. 26 as part of
the Peer Education Wellness
Team's "Body, Mind, and
Spirit" week. "It's very difficult to create your own space in
a dorm," said West, a University of Connecticut graduate and
pediatric nurse. "Finding a balance in your life is not impossible."
She said that she remembered how difficult it was
to relax and free herself of stress.

Mere items such as flowers and
scented objects can help a student unwind by creating a refreshing and creative environment. Examples that West gave
were eucalyptus leaves that
"freshen upper respira~^^^~^^^~
tory sleeping"
and
peppermint
oils which
lessen
"muscle fatigue."
" I
think that
one of the
most important things
that a person
can do to ~^~~^^^^~
help themselves concentrate on their goals
and intentions is to keep a jour-

nal," said West. She suggested
that keeping a journal also allows time for reflection in a
crazy college environment.
West recommended reading
books, such as "Don't Sweat

on life.
West created the
Westport Spa in hopes of teaching and showing others how to
relax through massage,
aromatherapy, and meditation.
"People feel
■——"■"—"■■" safe, good, and
relaxed immediately as they
walk into the
spa." The spa offers body, skin,
hand, and foot
therapy in addition to their
gourmethealthy foods,
spiritual counseling,
and
beauty products.

Items such as flowers and
scented objects can help a
student unwind by creating
a refreshing and creative
environment.
the Small Stuff, that gives advice on how to better one's view

During the lecture, Kristen Albis
'00 received a free reflexology

foot massage from one of the
spa's assistants. Such foot massages at the spa are popular because the simple act of pressing
on one's big toe or thumbs can
relieve a headache and other
regular body aches.
West said that people
don't realize how much stress
people create in their own bodies and that massaging certain
parts of the body can relieve
tension.
In reference to daily
struggles students have while at
school, West said, "try not to
look at everything as a struggle
but an opportunity. Be kind and
patient with yourself and always
look forward to the future, don't
live in the past."
For more information
on the Westport Spa, call 2547721.
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Student Profile:
Chief Justice
Rosa Rebimbas
Jodi DiGregorio
Campus Life Editor
In an office tucked away in a
corner of the Campus Center, Rosa
Rebimbas, chief justice of the Student
Court, reviews the cases for the evening.
Some evenings there are five cases, other
evenings there are 15. Knowing that each
case has its own personality and must be
considered individually, she puts down
the agenda and does some paper work
until 7 p.m., when the Student Court begins its weekly session.
Rebimbas always knew that she
wanted to practice law. "I've always
wanted to help people," she said, "and
throughout my life experiences I thought
the most significant way for me was
through the law." Her career in law began
in high school in her home town of
Naugatuck, Conn., where she took practical law classes. These classes provided a
taste of the legal system through mock
trials.
In her sophomore year at
Fairfield, Rebimbas became involved with
the Student Court as a justice under Chief
Justice Chris Tierney '97. She thought
that she would enjoy the ability to assist
the student body, but as the years went on,
Rebimbas noticed that not enough was
being done. "I felt that students weren't
getting a fair shake by not having the
opportunity to come in front of us initially."
At that time, Student Court was
only listening to noncompliance cases,
meaning that students only came before
the court if they didn't comply to a sanction they received. Also, the Student Court
was only meeting twice a semester. Although this system was working,
Rebimbas realized the need for improvement. When Chief Justice Tierney appointed Rebimbas as his successor, she
saw her chance.
Rebimbas is the first female to
hold the title of Chief Justice in the history

of Fairfield University. A member of
the Student Court for the past three
years, Rebimbas said, "I was welcomed
(as the first female Chief Justice). It
wasn't like they had to modify the system. If anything, I've helped to modify
the system."
Actually, she has done more
than just modify it as Chief Justice
Rebimbas has made significantchanges
in the Student Court all in the name of
students' rights.

Chief Justice Rosa Rebimbas
Aware of the difficulty in getting
these new launches off the ground,
Rebimbas divided the responsibilities
among the justices. This was the first time
a court justice had more to do than just
appear behind the bench. And now they
had to appear once a week instead of twice

"I've always wanted to help
people, and throughout my life
experiences 1thought the most
significant way for me was
throught the law."
As soon as she was officially
Chief Justice, Rebimbas' first goal was
to provide more resources where students could exercise their rights. With
that came the idea of the student advocate — a justice who assists students
before, during, and after their case if the
students wishes. Rebimbas also decided
to take on more cases, which included
first incidences, parking ticket appeals,
and freshman parking requests.
All of these changes meant
breaking the routine of the traditional
Student Court. Interrupting how things
had always been done was a challenge
in itself, but Jeanne DiMuzio, director
of student activities, and Gary
Stephenson, Judicial Officer, were excited about the new ideas.

Write For
Signs ofLifi f
lljodi or
Jess atx2533

a semester.
"Time management has been the
biggest problem I've had to face," said

Rebimbas. A political science major with
a double minor in education and peace and
justice, time management has become a
way of life. She has had to sacrifice a lot of
other activities in order to accommodate
student teaching, additional classes, and
Student Court. Still, she feels it is worth
the sacrifice, not only for herself but for
the student body.
"My goal is to provide the students with more resources and avenues to
guarantee their rights. However, it won't
do them any good unless they take advantage and help themselves to these resources."
Rebimbas feels that the Student
Court will continue on the path it is currently on. She has made a habit of consulting all the justices for their input, therefore
she has strong feelings that they will continue doing things as they are done now.
Because of Rebimbas, Student
Court will never be the same. The change's
she has made will benefit Fairfield University students present and future. Not
only has Rebimbas influenced the Fairfield
judicial system, it has had an influence on
her, too. As she said with a smile, "There's
never a dull moment."

COSO EVENTS:
Theatre Fairfield:

Biedermann and the
Firebugs
by Max Firsch

In the Black Box Theatre
of the
Quick Center

Ticket Prices:
Students: $3.00
Staff: $5.00
General: $10.00

Remaining running dates:
today and tomorrow
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Make Way for
Generation 2001
New Study provides sweeping snapshot
of America's next generation
Simona Tubbolard
Staff Writer
Technically, they will constitute the
first college graduating class of the new
millennium. They are the Class of 2001 —
Chelsea Clinton's class. They also represent the foremost wave of masses to follow — the youth of America who will be
the first to transition into adulthood during
the 21 st century. At age 18, they are distinguishable as among the front line of our
nations newest generation — a group that
has spent its formative years observing the
examples, for better or worse, set by three
generations before them: GenXers, Baby
Boomers and Matures.
Meet Generation 2001 — or at least a
fully, nationally representative cross section of 2,001 freshmen from this generation — all from 101 colleges and universities around the country who participated
in a new Louis Harris & Associates survey
releases on Feb. 3, 1998.
The unprecedented survey was commissioned by Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance Company, which for 30 years
has sponsored one of America's best college internship programs, as ranked by
The Princeton Review.
Twenty five minute telephone interviews were completed with a nationwide
cross-section of 2,001 college freshmen.
The interviewing was completed between
Nov. 11, 1997 and Jan. 12, 1998.
The sample design was based on a
methodology designed to produce a properly representative sample of college freshmen in the United States and is stratified

on three dimensions: by geographic region, by student enrollment and by school
affiliation: public or private.
The Northwestern Mutual Life Study,
called "Generation 2001: A Survey of
the First Graduating Class of the New
Millennium," provides the first bona fide
glimpse into what's going on in the hearts

"Half of them are so confident
with themselves they yd even live in
outer space if the opportunity were
given to them."
and minds of this newly named generation.
"The new century and the new millennium provide an ideal occasion to study
an age group that for years has had tremendous business significance for our
company," said Deanna L. Tillisch, director of the Generation 2001 study for
Northwestern Mutual.
"Two-thirds of our top 100 agents
started with the company at the age of 25
or younger. In fact, 25 percent of Northwestern Mutual's almost 7,500 agents
began their careers with us during their
college days. Clearly, college students
are important to us. We want to know
what they're all about."

In a typical we sk, Generation 2001 spends their time (in hours):
Going to class

Studying or doing homework

Playing sports/oercising

Reading purely for pleasure

Listening to music

^^^^M^H ''
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So, what do the early results tell us
about this new generation?
"Top line results of the survey show a
certain 'sense and sensibility' about this
group- a well -balanced mixture of mind
and heart," Tillisch said. "On the other
hand, the sensibilities of Generation 2001
students appear to be alive with idealism,

optimism, and a vision of a better world.
On the other hand, they also appear to be
well-grounded. This generation is not so
blindly idealistic or optimistic as to deny
the realities of life, or that there are challenges and issues to face.
Tillisch said that the students who
participated in this very first Generation
2001 survey are " extremely motivated
toward realizing their hopes and aspirations for a bright future for themselves
and for America. Already, they have established specific goals for themselves.
They are truly confidant they'll be able to
afford the kinds of life-styles in which
they were raised.
Further, Tillisch said, "Generation

2001 students tell us they're satisfied with
their looks. They say they' ve got religion.
They have big plans for marriage and
family. They intend to vote. They believe
that helping others is more important than
helping themselves.
"They believe it's quite possible in
their lifetime that there will be a U.S.
president who is a woman or person of
color. They have a deep respect and
admiration for their parents. They'd be
willing to fight for their country. Half of
them are so confident with themselves
they'd even live in outer space if the
opportunity were given to them," she said.
David Krane, executive vice president
of Lou Harris & Associates, summarized
the findings of the Generation 2001 survey by saying, "All new generations build
on the experiences of the previous generations. Look at this group and you'll see
some common thread from the past as
well as different qualities.
"Generation 2001 students are not as
radical as we saw in the 1960s, nor as
materialistic as people in the 1980s," he
said. "If Gen2001 is going to change society, it will do so by working withfn the
system. Where some night say these students are naive, others would say that
what is most surprising is that this group
seems particularly enlightened—and even
mature — when it comes to certain aspects of their lives."
Further results of "Generation 2001: a
Survey of the First College Graduating
Class of the New millennium" are available at www.northwesternmutual,com/
2001 or by calling 1-800-567-2001.

Important career components to Generation 2001 are:
A high pressure work
environment

5%
■■■■■ 2b%

High job prestige
Doing work which requires
creativity

47%

Doing work which gives me the
opportunity to help others

■■■ 21%

Working independently

HHBHMi 15
Having a lot of responsibility

Dating

HBi 7
Being self-employed

12%

Working for a large corporation

12%

Sleeping

Socializing

Watching TV
Online. Accessing the Internet or
using E-mail
Using a computer

Working for a non-profit or
government agency

■■■■ a

■■■

6

■■■■■ 11

*

5%

Having idealistic and committed
co-workers
Having a 9-5 work schedule
Earning a high salary

■ 15%

MHi^^H 33%

■ 1/WWI JUOIcM-ppW 1

graphs: courtesy of Louis Harris & Associates
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From the Editors Desk...
Congratulations to the women's basketball
team on becoming MA AC Champions and earning
an NCAA bid. On Sunday night, Fairfield and the
rest of the country will know who the Stags are
going to play.
I would like to thank the Athletic Department for reading an editorial I wrote last semester
on the mascot uniform. As I watched the semi-final
and final rounds, I saw our new mascot uniform.
Some say the new uniform is worse.
However, I thought the new mascot uniform
looked great as it was televised on MSG. Thanks for
taking the advice; it's nice to know that someone
listens to us.
In other news, the Unity March is scheduled
for Friday at 1 p.m. leaving the Oak Room patio. I
strongly encourage the entire Fairfield University
community to attend. Pins displaying the slogan
"Fairfield Together" are on people's doors, coats,
and bags. It's time for "Fairfield Together" not just
be a slogan but a reality.

by Nicole Ballan
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Concerning dual majors
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to your comments about
the problems associated with
being a dual major. I myself
am a dual major in Studio Art
and Marketing, and also carry a
minor in Art History. None of
these are particularly easy
course schedules.
Since my sophomore
year when I declared all three
of these, I have had to take at
least 18 credits each semester
because I have had so many
requirements to fulfill. These
included not only the required
courses for the two majors and
minors, but also liberal arts and
business core requirements.
People always think
I'm crazy for having a double
major. But I just couldn't
choose between the stability of
marketing and my love of art.
And why should I have to? Besides, when I graduate, 1 will
have specializations in two very

diverse areas, whereas most
people only have one.
But I think since dual
majors, including myself, work
incredibly hard every semester,
after four years we should be
given some kind of recognition
for all the hard work. Would it
hurt the University to pay a
couple more dollars to have a
few more diplomas printed up?
I mean, we have been
paying them $25,000 a year to
come here. Also, seating the
dual majors in a separate section during the graduation ceremony is an excellent idea because it would let everyone
present know about how hard
these students worked during
their college career—which in
most cases is a lot harder than
most other students.
Plus, why should we
have to choose one our majors
as our seating assignment, when
the whole' point of having a
double major is that we didn't
want to, or couldn't, choose be-

tween the two in the first place?
That's not fair. Notto mention,
it's like saying that one of our
majors isn't as important as the
other, which isn't true.
From my personal
perspective, I know that when I
graduate, I will be seated in the
section for the Marketing majors, and there will be no mention of my Studio Art major.
This is because I was primarily
enrolled in the School of Business, and that was my first major. But that doesn't mean it's
the more important one. That
designation can be given to the
studio art.
So, I strongly feel that
it is important to recognize dual
majors in these ways, and to
make this distinction at graduation, because it is a way of
rewarding them for all their
hard work during their four
years at Fairfield.
Sincerely,
Gall V. Biederman '99

"Starving Artists" program introduced
To the Editor:
The past few issues of
the Mirror have been filled
with debate about a number of
pressing issues on campus,
from diversity to religion. While
I believe that these issues are of
great concern and relevance to
each member of the Fairfield
University community, my let-

ter is in regard to a different crusade on campus. The Visual and
Performing Arts are an often
overlooked facet of campus life.
Whether visual, historical, or
performing in focus, Art is often
disregarded; it is thought by many
to be unimportant and irrelevant
to our daily lives and experiences. Agroupofstudentsandl,
unofficially named "Starving

Artists," are hoping to change
that misguided perception.
On February 6, 1998,
"Starving Artists," in cooperation with the Canisius Academy
and the Department of Visual
and Performing Arts, organized
the first-ever "Mosaic" Night in

Continued on p. 10
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Meningitis immunization alert
To the Editor:

The Fairfield University Student
Health Center will be offering students
the opportunity to receive the vaccine to
prevent meningococcal disease - meningococcal meningitis and meningococcemia.
Although the Connecticut State
Department of Health and the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta have not recommended routine immunization of college students to prevent
these diseases, the American College
Health Association has recommended students under the age of 30 receive this
vaccine which offers 3-5 years of protection against two strains of the meningococcus most prevalent in the U.S.

The incidence of meningococcal
disease peaks in late winter and early spring.
Sporadic outbreaks occur on college campuses. The bacteria are found in nasal and
oral secretions.
This organism can be transmitted

Center immediately.
WHAT CAN BE DONE TO PREVENT
MENINGOCOCCAL DISEASE?
*
Avoid contact with the nasal
and oral secretions of others.

WHAT IS MENINGOCOCCAL
DISEASE?
Meningococcal meningitis and
meningococcemia are caused by the bacterium Neisseria meningitidis. Meningococcal meningitis is now the most common bacterial meningitis in young adults.
There are an estimated 2,600
cases each year in the U.S. The casefatality rate is 13% for meningococcal
meningitis and 11.5% for persons who
have the bacteria in the blood (meningococcemia), despite therapy with antibiotics..

through close personal contact such as sharing drinking utensils (cup, bottle, glass,
can, jug), sharing eating utensils, sharing
the mouthpiece of a musical instrument,
sharing lipstick or chapstick, sneezing or
coughing on someone, sharing cigarettes,
cigars or pipes, and kissing on the lips.
Symptoms of this disease are fever, headache, stiff neck, vomiting, a purplish rash, lethargy, or change of consciousness. If you think you have these symptoms
or an acquaintance of yours appears to have
these symptoms, contact the Student Health

Real victim ignored
To the Editor:
Like most Fairfield students, we
too were outraged to learn of the racist
acts that have recently occurred on campus. We believe these cowardly acts have
no place in the Fairfield community. No
one should be made to feel inferior or
unwelcome.
We feel
that The Mirror
made a valid and
genuine effort in
handling these
^L
stories. We also
Q^Jf^
agree that these
sickening issues
received the at(£?y¥m
<^T»
tention they dem
@rsL
serve. The stu\
<5j .3
dent body should

invalid, the headline still states, "Student
turns to the NAACP."
This headline is implying that there
were unnecessary, unfair measures taken
against the alleged attacker on the basis of
race, when in fact standard procedures were
applied.
So why does the
paper place such emphasis on the involvement of the NAACP
in this matter? Perhaps The Mirror s ob^H\ , .©)
jective is to somehow
tie this isolated incident to other recent
acts of racism on cam■ h%
pus.
We stiould hope
h^i
not,
since
racial tenmJr%
sions are already
mounting.
It's unfortunate
that The Mirror
missed the real story by Nicole Ballan
that a Fairfield student
was violently attacked by other Fairfield
students. It is bad enough that this freshman
has not been properly supported by the
administration, what is more discouraging
is that he does not find support in our student
paper.

k^ ,A\
^
I H

©3
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be made aware of
these sorts of incidents.
Last
week, however,
The Mirror's coverage of the assault of a
freshman was unfairly overshadowed by
NAACP in vol vement in the incident. The
true victim, in this affair, has been neglected by the press and the university.
One browsing the headlines of
the February 26 edition of The Mirror
would have never known that a male
student was randomly attacked in the
Quad. Instead, The Mi nor chose to focus
on the alleged racially motivated mistreatment of the accused.
Although The Mirrorgoeson to
state that the accused's complaints were

Sincerely,
Kevin Hayes, '01
and
Michael Phippen, '01

*
*
vaccine.

by Nicole Ballan
Wash your hands frequently.
Immunize yourself with the

These illnesses are rare. Often
there is only one case on a college campus, or of there are two cases, mysteriously, the students had no contact.
Though these illnesses are rare, because
the illness is so severe, when a case is
reported in a community, panic often
results.

Last year, the Fairfield University lacrosse team played the Loyola U.
team in Baltimore. Shortly thereafter, a
member of the Loyola lacrosse team contracted meningitis and died. Obviously,
there was a concern for the members of
our lacrosse team.
After investigations by the Maryland Department of Health and in consultation with the Connecticut Department
of Health and the CDC, no treatment was
recommended for the Fairfield players.
If we immunize everyone in advance, hopefully we will not have to deal
with such a problem in the future. To that
end, besides offering the vaccine now, we
will be recommending all incoming students receive this vaccine starting next
fall.
The vaccine offers protection after about 10 days, and will be available in
the Student Health Center on weekdays,
8:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. The cost will be
$35. Your student health insurance
through Fairfield University will pay for
this; if you have private insurance, please
check with them.
Please call the Health Center at
Ext. 2241 to make an appointment, or
consider receiving this vaccine at home
during Spring Break.
Richard E. Carroll, M.D.
Medical Director
Anne H. Cole, BSN
Director,

Fairfield University
Student Health Center

CAMPUS
Do you think tomorrow's
Unity March will be
enough to address the racial issues on our campus?
Box AA by Sunday night!

The second trip to the Soup Kitchen in
Bridgeport is scheduled for Wednesday, March
11,1998.
If you are interested in helping out, please
send an EMAIL message to 9_DCARBONE
or to WINSTON.
You could also call either Ext. 6576 (D.
Carbone) or Ext. 2845 (Dr. Tellis).
Thank you!

/
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LL isn't so cool
John O'Dea
Assistant Commentary Editor
It is official. Fairfield University wi11 once again host a spring concert.
FUSA, after unsuccessfully trying to lure The Wallflowers to play in
Alumni Hall last semester has successfully bid for a musical act to perform on
campus.
That act is none other than LL
Cool J. I know I am not alone in asking
the question, "Why LL Cool J?" I cannot
understand why FUSA would feel that
LL Cool J is the act that everyone on this
campus would want to see.
I understand that the process
for getting a band to come to Fairfield
must be difficult with the lack of proper
facilities, but what exactly were they
thinking?
Most of the students on this
campus would have liked to see a band
like Pearl Jam or the Dave Matthews
Band come to this campus.
What many of them don't understand is that the cost for a band of that
caliber would be out of reach for this
school. But it hardly seems that LL Cool
J is an acceptable alternative to these
other bands.
It seems that $60,000 is a very
large sum of money to pay to get an act
that is not mentioned anywhere on the
top ten list of desired acts by Fairfield
students.
Not only is he not anyone's first
choice, but he is not even in the same

rV

category as many of those first choices.
There is nothing wrong with
LL Cool J. He is a talented performer
and I am sure that he puts on a great
show.
What makes no sense is that he
is coming to this campus in place of a
major band. In the past, bands such as
Blues Traveler and The Mighty Mighty
Bosstones have performed here. LL
Cool J does not fit in with those performers.
I feel that FUSA has done a
poor job in gauging the popular sentiment on this campus. They chose to
bring LL Cool J to this campus and they
spent $60,000 to do it. It seems as though
FUSA acted hastily in getting an act.
They got an act, it seems, not to
please the student body, but so they could
say that they were able to bring an act to
campus.
I may be wrong. LL Cool J may
be the number one desired act on this
campus. If that is the case, I wish someone would let me know, for I have yet to
hear of anyone who was excited to have
LL Cool J as our spring concert.
Make no mistake, the concert
will be viewed as a success. If the tickets
are between $5 and $ 10,'with only around
1,500 seats to fill, Alumni Hall will no
doubt sell out.
Students will go to the show.
They will even have a good time. But
they will know that LL Cool J is not their
first choice. He is not even close.

FEELING THE

I55TRE55

VI

OF COLLEGE LIFE?

TAKE A TEST THAT MAY
CHANGE YOUR LIFE!
Have you been
experiencing...
. Tenseness or
anxiety
. Phobias
. Test anxiety
. Excessive worrying
. Social anxiety
. Sleeplessness
. "The Blues"
. Poor concentration

National College Anxiety
Disorders Screening Day is
offering free screenings for
anxiety and depressive disorders.
Participants will view a video,
take an anxiety disorders screening test and have a confidential
meeting with a mental health
professional. Free educational
materials will also be available.
Date: Thursday March 5th
Time: 10:00am - 3:00pm
Location: McEleney Room
Sponsor: Counseling Services

The FairfieldMirror

"Starving Artists"
program
Continued from p. 8
the PepsiCo Theater. The program entitled "An Evening of Love and Romance," was a smashing success, with
over 120 students and faculty united in a
unique celebration of the Arts. The
program was filled with representation
from many of the art venues on campus,
including Art History, Music, Theater,
and Visual Art. What was most remarkable about the evening was the spirit of
the attendees, who not only enjoyed the
performance itself, but enjoyed the company of the many other concerned students present who were al 1 excited about
this new and innovative opportunity to
celebrate the Arts.
Because of the phenomenal success of our first "Mosaic," FUSA and
College of Arts and Sciences have agreed
to sponsor another event, and I would
like to invite all Fairfield University
students to attend. The second-ever
"Mosaic" is scheduled for Sunday, March
8,1998 at 3PM in the Black Box Theater
of the Regina A. Quick Center for the
Arts. Entitled "An Afternoon of Augst
and Melodrama," the program again
promises to be a diverse, amusing, and
impressive one with performances from
many of the different artists on campus,
including actors, singers, instrumental-

ists, dancers, visual artists, and art historians. There will also be a gallery
exhibiton of student artwork in the foyer.
There will be a short social until the
show begins at 3:30, and the program
will be followed by a reception in the
Quick Center lobby. Coffee and refreshments will be served, courtesy of
Art Green Coffee and Tea Co. All
students are invited and encouraged to
attend. Admission is free, and I guarantee that you will have a great time!
Before concluding, I would
like to thank the many students, faculty,
and staff who have worked so hard to
make "Mosaic" a reality. Without their
dedication and passion, such an amazing event would never be possible. It is
easy to complain about the ills of
Fairfield University and the wave of
apathy that many argue seems to be
sweeping across campus.. The real
challenge, however, lies in changing
these feelings for the better. Let "Mosaic" be your first step to making
Fairfield a more involved and enthusiastic university community. Mark your
calendars! See you on March 8th!!!
Sincerely,
Christine A. Kelleher '99

The Mirror is looking for a
circulation manager to take over
for next year! If you are
interested, contact Theresa at x2533.

FEELING ANXIOUS?
WHY NOT TALK ABOUT IT ...
Counseling Services promotes personal development
through a variety of services: individual, counseling and
psychotherapy, small group workshops, and referral services.
Common concerns leading students to seek counseling include:
I wish I had more confidence in myself.
I can't concentrate or study.
I experience mood swings.
I feel tense, confused and depressed.
I'm too sensitive to what others think.
I think I have an eating disorder.
I just seem to blank out when I take tests.
I'm having difficulty maintaining relationships.
I worry too much.
An important relationship has ended and I'm upset.
I'm having difficulty with my family.
I'm worried that I'm drinking too much.
I have problems too personal to discuss with just anyone.
I will graduate soon and I am feeling anxious about my future.
CONFIDENTIAL - Student may discuss and freely explore any
concerns or feelings. To make an appointment call Counseling
Services at Ext. 2146 in Dolan Hall.
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Talk Show Showdown: Jerry v, Ricki
The Jerry Springer Show

Pull Out the Rictionary

Leave your Morals at Home

Ricki redefines talk shows

John Griffith
Assistant A & E Editor

1968. He entered the political arena in
1971 when he was elected to Cincinnati's
council-at-large.
According to Entertainment
Weekly, during his term, an undercover
sting operation by the Cincinnati Police
Who would watch a television
Department busted a prostitution ring.
show entitled, "I Have a Bizarre Sex Life"
One of the prostitutes arrested came foror "I Refuse to Wear Clothes"? Ameriward to reveal that Jerry Springer was in
cans do and they can't seem to get enough
fact one of her clients. She proved this by
of the Jerry Springer show.
showing a check he had written her for
This outrageous, off-the-wall
services
show is currendered.
rently one
He was
of the two
forced to
highest
resign and
rated talk
kept out of
shows on
the public
television.
light for a
Yes, higher
few years.
than the
In
the
R o s i e
neverO'Donnell
ending
Show and
soap opera
closing in
of Amerion
the
cans electmuch
ing sleaze
classier
to public
Oprah
office,
Wi nfrey
Springer
Show.
ran
for
mayor of
Why are we
Cincinnati
so
enin 1977
Talk show host Jerry Springer makes his point
thralled
and won
withwatchthe elecphoto:Vibe
i
n
g
tion.
America's scum reveal they are carrying
In 1982 Springer launched his
their sister's boyfriend's baby, or that they
career in broadcasting. In 1984 he beare cheating on their significant other with
came anchor and managing editor of a
their roommate who just happens to be of
Cincinnati news station. He was
the same sex?
Cincinnati's number one news anchor and
"I like watching Springer because
received seven Emmy awards for his
you just never know what kind of trash
nightly commentaries.
will show up on the air," says Tom Uhle
So how can a respected news
'99. "As I watch an episode I sometimes
anchor turn into the "King of Talk Show
wonder how Jerry can top himself, but
Trash"? In a recent interview with Larry
then I watch the next day and sure enough
King, Springer said, "I see nothing wrong
theepi^^^^^^^^^^^^^
with
sode is
doing
stranger
what I
than
do, as
ever.
long
Also,
as I do
youcan
it to
usually
t h e
count
best of
on
a
m y
good
abilfight."
ity."
But
During
HMIMMHMHHM
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
the show crazy things about the guest's
what exactly is it that Springer does?
past are always revealed. However, many
Well, he gets families to yell and scream
people do not know about Springer's past.
about how much they hate each other. He
Jerry graduated from Tulane Unigets every imaginable form of love triversity in 1965 and then received a law
angle to come on the show and fight,
degree from Northwestern University in

"I sometimes wonder how Jerry
ean top himself, but then I watch
the next day and sure enough the
episode is stranger than ever. Also,
you can usually count on a good
fight"

continued on pg. 12

Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor
Talk shows consume our collegiate lives. Let's face it. Each morning,
you turn on Rosie, and by mid-afternoon,
you're channel surfing though countless
episodes of Montel, Sally, Oprah and GenXer Ricki. She doesn't hesitate to pull out
the Rictionary to help define the lingo of
the times. Ricki's hip to our generation
and she's ready to mediate our lives.
Ricki Lake, the ex-80's cheesy
movie queen has been hosting "The Ricki
Lake Show,"
since 1993.
Ricki reigns
in TV talk
land next to
Jerry
Springer and
Jenny Jones,
and Ricki
has even lost
more weight
than Oprah.
(Ricki lost
115 pounds,
while Oprah
shed
85
pounds.)
..'^.C'IJ.,.,.' "" .'".'" '
'"
The comparisons rage on. And the ratings surge. It
really doesn't matter which trashy talk
show you watch, you still get enough
smut, sleaze and shame in an episode of
Ricki or Jerry to meet your daily serving
of trashiness.
I went to a taping of the Ricki
Lake show two weeks ago and the appearances of the show were actually quite
deceiving. The studio is small, with fold
up chairs positioned on platform risers.
The overall look of the set is meager
compared to the illustrious looking set we
see on TV.

surprised by the secret news when the Iso
booth is next to the guests and they can
hear every word of the guest?
Ricki's job hardly seems like an
occupation. She talks to low class, confused, ill mannered guests day after day.
Ricki barely interacts with the audience,
even though she's quite friendly. Here's
the deal: Ricki's job is really easy. All
her questions and statements are fed to
her via the teleprompter, so not much
independent thought is required on behalf of Ricki.
Further, Ricki's comments are
limited to a
few during
the hour
long show.
The show
runs so fast
that Ricki
barely has
time to read
t
h
e
teleprompter
or to run
through the
aisles fielding audie n c e
,
member's
questions. Ricki certainly is leading a
difficult life.
Her guests seem to be actors—
terrible actors, but actors none the less.
On TV, these guests look distraught,
angry, and hurt, but in person, they were
hanging around the stage and joking during commercial breaks.
The first guest for example,
seemed too be a stagehand, until the
cameras rolled and Ricki asked her to
explain her dilemma. The woman, dryeyed and calm, just moments prior began
to whimper and whine about her
boyfriend's gay friendships and how
much of
a threat
these
friendships had
on her relationship.

"The Ricki Lake Show" is fun
to watch if only because it helps
build self esteem for the audience. Every audience member becomes an authority and
they are not thwarted by inhibitions. "You Go Girl! Go
Ricki! Go Ricki!

Those
doors that
the guests
magically
appear
though are
adjacent
to
the
stage; the
set is tiny
and the
guest's
chairs are
brought in
as necessary; and
the Isobooth is
right next
..
photo:
Vibe
v
to
the
stage, so tell me, how are the guests really

She continued on
in a most
dramatic
fashion,
until
Ricki
asks the
audience
if
we
want to
meet this
guy. Who wouldn't want to meet him?

continued on pg. 12
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Off- the-Wall Springer

Ricki gives Oprah a run for the ratings
continued from pg. 11

continued from pg. 11
verbally and physically. Hecasts strippers (who knows why because he can
not air them), and he has the audacity
to put groups of white supremacists
five feet away from any and every
group of minority willing to voice
their opinion.
It may be odd to some people
that Springer would tolerate white supremacy groups because of his Jewish
heritage. Not to Springer, who will
cast just about anything for high ratings.
Casting people and groups
who have such strong hatred for each
other inevitably leads to fights, which
break out all the time during the show.
On some episodes the Springer referees, the muscle bound guys who break
up the fights, seem to get more air time
than some
of
the
guests. On
other episodes, it appears that
certain
guests go
on the show
strictly to
fight. Some
fights seem
inevitable
the first
time the
"highly intelligent"
Dhoto:Vibe
guests open H
their mouths. Others make good suspense for the show.
Watch and you too will occasionally be surprised at the people

who fight. Often a female who actually looks
like a classy person and appears to have a
good head on her shoulders will be the first
one slapping and pulling hair. The fights are
obviously a huge part of the ratings or Springer
would not continuously cast the low-class
characters who appear show after show.
During the final minutes of every
show, Springer attempts to get serious with
his pathetic "final thoughts." This is when
Springer pleas with his audience for some
sanity in society by asking everyone to "take
care of yourself, and each other." After the
subject matter Springer deals with on his
show, how anyone could take him seriously is
a mystery about as gigantic as the Kennedy
assassination.
The Springer Show airs Monday
through Friday at 11:00 a.m. on channel 11
and at noon on channel 21.
"I cannot explain
why I watch
the Springer
show but I
can tell you
it is addicting," says
Pat Kelly
'99. "The
show always
sheds new
light
on
American
trailer park
trash."
If you
do not already, tune in and check out an episode.
Chances are that you will find yourself tuning
the next day as well. I just hope you NEVER
personally know anyone on the show.

The audience is encouraged to "ooh"
she was overjoyed to accept. Her father,
when controversy arises throughout the
conveniently, an audience member, praised
show. Show the audience prods Ricki
the union and Ricki, too was overjoyed.
on. Yes, we want to meet this guy. Let's'
Ah, the beauty of television.
get the scoop on his gay friendships.
So, maybe the guests are actors.
The boyfriend comes out and is
At least their portrayals are convincing on
taunted by the verbal abuse of the audiTV. But when you're watching a live
ence. He denies being gay, but his girltaping, it's difficult to take "The Ricki
friend offers him an ultimatum-either
Lake Show" seriously. It's fun to watch if
he's with her or he's with his gay friends.
only because it helps build self esteem for
This scene continues on...and on...
the audience. Every audience member
Then during the commercial
becomes an authority and they are not
break, this couple in "turmoil" joked
thwarted by inhibitions.
with either
T V
other,
talk shows
laughed and
are "speak
seemed to
e a s y s "
be acting towhereby intally condividuals detrary to their
nounce the
"characguests and
ters."
proclaim
The
their superitopic of the
ority. Ricki
show I went
tries to mainto
was
tain civility,
something
though, espelike,
cially since
"Honey, If
she's a new
You're
mother.
photo: TVtalkshows.com
Mine, You
Maybe she
Have to Lose your Gay Friend." And
has a complex about hurting people's feelalthough this first couple seemed in deings, or maybe it's just a tactic to create
spair, the action was just heating up.
more controversy within her audience.
A married couple took the stage
Ricki seems to have found the
to discuss the wife's relationship with
middle ground between serious talk shows,
her lesbian friend. Once the friend took
like Oprah and smutty testimonials, like
the stage, the ridicule began. The insults
Springer and Jenny. Maybe people aren't
were extensive. The women held hands,
throwing punches or chairs at "The Ricki
the husband frowned and the audience
Lake Show," but the verbal thrashings fly
began to judge.
abundantly.
A guest complained that her boyAnd wherever there's controfriend danced nude for gay men a few
versy, there's an audience member who is
nights a week. She couldn't live like this
sure to stand up and say, "You go girl!"
any longer, but 30 minutes into the show,
Check your Rictionary-that's a compliwhen her boyfriend proposed marriage,
ment.

MOMIX
Fit, Mar. 13,8 PM

50%
Discount at
all times

With the support of the
Connecticut Commission
on the Arts

i

SOLAS
St. Patrick's Party
Sat., Mar. 14,8 PM

LOOKING FOR A GREAT CUP OF COFFEE?
LOOK i\0 FURTHER!!!

OIIWCINO
Hot Chocolate

Anne Akiko Meyers
Violinist
Sat., Mar. 21,8 PM

The David Grisman
Quintet
Sat., Mar. 28,8 PM

and much more...
ART GREEN COFFEE AND TEA CO. LLC.
2057 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
FAIRFIELD, CT 0643
(203)333-4048

th.

QUICK
CENTER
I
203-254-4010
BOX OFFICE:

Fairfield UNIVERSITY

', This coupon is redeemable for one FREE
|
cup of coffee @ Art's
,

'Offer expire* 3/25/1998 limit one per customer per visit*

Fairfield
students
and staff

Staff
(10 am 5 pm)
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Murder mystery "Palmetto" lacks
Flirt, flirt, flirt your
way to a successful suspense—wait for the rental
Spring Break
Todd Chiaramida
Copy Editor

Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor
So you're leaving for spring
break in approximately eight days and
you definitely plan to meet "the someone" who will make your getaway memorable. But maybe you're a little shy
about approaching the opposite sex, especially if you don't personally know
that person.
But the fact that you're travelling and don't know many people, if
anyone, allows you to shed your inhibitions and let loose. Author Joyce Jillson
suggests in her book, "The Fine Art of
Flirting," that travelling is the best way
to meet someone special.
Jillson, also the author of, "Real
Women Don't Pump Gas," considers

your return home. Why? Because you can
tell everyone, including those around you
whom you have your eye on, what a fabulous time you had—even if you didn't.
6. Jillson confirms that even if nothing
exciting happens on spring break, no one
else has to know. She advises that you just
smile when people ask and your mysterious
spring break will leave others wondering
exactly what you did.
In addition to these tips, Jillson
offers advice on what do once you've met
your match. She suggests that women and
men flirt by using the "props" that they
brought along with them on break. For
example, why not try using your camera as
a prop? Jillson says that taking pictures
attracts attention and attention is just what
every

Travelling is one of the best
ways to meet people. And mastering the art of flirting is essential to making the most of your
spring break getaway.
herself to be a dating expert and an
advocate of single women. In "The Fine
Art of Flirting," Jillson offers six tips to
helping women and men find each other
and perhaps love, when travelling.
1. Surround
yourself in a
populated area
and make use
of all the
people nearby.
Jillson suggests chatting
to the people
next to you in
the airport, on
the plane, as
well as in line
for baggage.

single guy or girl on spring break is looking
for.
Swing the camera, fidget with it,
put it around your next, whatever. But use
the camera and other props to your advantage, so that you
can maximize
your flirtatious
potential. You
can take pictures
ofhimorherand
then switch.
Combined you
will gain lots of
flirting experience and you'll
have tons of pictures of that
"spring break
someone."
So, rush to
Barnes and Noble, or even Amazon.com
and pick up your copy of "The Fine Art of
Flirting." Flirting is one of those topics not
taught in school, but necessary for the real
world. With the flirting guide in hand, you'll
be ready to embark on a spring break to
remember.

"The Fine Art of
Flirting"
by Joyce Jillson
Price $ 10.00
Length: 169 pages

2. Jillson attests that for women the best place to
meet men is at the baggage claim because you can strike up conversation
with lots of men. Besides, Jillson says
that any potentially worthy date would
help a woman carry her baggage.
3. When you arrive at your hotel, Jillson
advises that women stay away from the
lobby, because you'll look desperate. A
smart, savvy move would be to hang
around the newsstand. Just because
you're on vacation doesn't mean that
you're not well informed. You and the
men at the newsstand will look intelligent and interested without looking too
available.
4. Whenever the opportunity arises to
pick up your car, instead of using the
valet service, go get your car. Jillson
says that women are bound to meet men
in parking garages.
5. The best part of the trip, Jillson says, is

Other flirtatious selections..
"How To Flirt: A Practical
Guide"
by Mary Westerman and
Stephanie Donan
"Flirting For Success: The
Art of Building Rapport"
by Jill Spiegel
"101 Ways to Flirt: How
to Get More Dates and
Meet your Mate"
by Susan Rabin

Based in a small town nickGina Gershon is Nina, Harry
named, "The City of Palms" in Florida,
Barber's somewhat naive girlfriend, who
"Palmetto" is a murder mystery that
is completely oblivious to her lover's new
combines the unknown character loyal occupation throughout most of the movie.
ties of
She is not
"Mission
completely
Imposat
fault
sible"
since one
with the
of Barber's
sexual
friends is a
manipupolice oflation of
ficer who
"Basic Inhappens to
stinct."
offer him a
The result
job workis a movie
ing as a li»i ii<t Iff
that
aison bedoesn't
tween the
quite atpolice and
tain the
the media
quality of
on a subeither of
ject he is
these two
very familmovies
iar with—
but does
. > X
the kidnap11 .<
keep the
ping
of
viewer
Odette.
enter"Palmetto"opened nationwide last weekend
tained.
Harry Barphoto: Casderock Pictures
ber turns
Woody
out to be
Harrelson plays Harry Barber, a jourthe perpetual loser as he is taken advantage
nalist who was sent to jail because he
of left and right. Fortunately for him, Nina
wrote an article on a corrupt gambling
does not turn against him. This is only
scheme that involved several promibecause she becomes entangled in the dannent city officials, the newspaper which
gerous web Barber spun for himself through
employed him and the police departa series of misguided choices.
ment. Too prevent him from releasing
"Palmetto" lacks any sort of susthis story to the public, those involved
pense but the story does move along at a
corroborate too have him sentenced to
good pace thanks to the staple of quality
four years in jail—two of which he
actors. Unfortunately, the conclusion of
serves.
"Palmetto" is fairly obvious. In fact, it is
After he is released from
too obvious for the cast to make up for.
prison, Barber becomes involved with
Based on the novel, "Just Another Sucker,"
a kidnapping scheme, partly because he
by James Hadley Chase, "Palmetto" is just
realizes how tough it is for a former
another murder mystery story.
prisoner to find a ob, and partly because
Take my advice: save yourself
Elizabeth Shue, as Rhea, seduces him.
four dollars and rent it at Moovies. If you
Agreeing to "kidnap" Odette,
want too see these actors on home video
Rhea's 17 year.old stepdaughter played
now, you might consider renting, "Natural
by Chloe Sevigny of "Showgirls,"turns
Born Killers," "The People Vs. Larry
ut to be more trouble than Barber origiFlynt," "White Men Can't Jump," "Leavnally thought.
j
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Starving Artist's "Mosaic"
comes to Quick Center -

\

Brian Kelly
j
Staff Writer
;
On Sunday at 3 p.rcu, Fairfield's Starving Artists,
FUAC, will be hosting a Mosaic, "An Evening of Angst
and Melodrama"; throughout the month of March. The
success of "An livening of Love and Romance" in Feb.
scored so much success for the group that the Mosaic
program, now in its second month, is ensured to be a
monthly attraction. Indeed, after only one showing, the
group has outgrown the Pepsico Theatre, where they
were hoping to present this month. This month Starving
Artists moves to the Black Box Theatre in the Quick
Center. Coffee will be provided by Art Green Tea &
Coffee. Admission is free, and all are invited to see the
works and performances of fellow students in all of the
artistic disciplines.

v
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Fairfield closes out a season to forget
Brad Tarr
Assistant Sports Editor
Eight months. That is approximately
how long the players and coaches have,
before the official start of practice next
season, to sit around and ask themselves
what in the world went wrong during 9798. The truth is that I don't think anyone
will ever know.
When the season began, everyone that
followed or was involved with Fairfield's
men's basketball program was ecstatic.
Sure, they got a little lucky at the end of
last season, but that didn't, nor should it
have, take away from the fact that, not
only did they shock everyone by winning the MAAC tournament, but they
were oh-so-close to knocking off a perennial power within college basketballs
ranks, at the NCAA tournament.
With the addition of talented freshmen, and the return of nearly every player
from last year's Cinderella team, things
could only get better, right? It took
exactly one game to prove this question
false. When the team travelled nearly
3,000 miles and lost to the University of
Portland by 17 points on November 19th,
the realization that this season would not
be a walk in the park, was embedded into
everyone's head.
After rattling off five wins following
that opening game defeat, the Stags'
season, as far as wins and losses were
concerned, was a roller coaster ride.
Heading into the MAAC tournament last
Friday, Fairfield's record stood at 7-11
in the MAAC, and 12-14 overall.
As the Stags wanned up prior to their
game versus the Red Foxes, they knew
two things. First of all, they had split
their previous two regular season matchups against Marist. The second thing
they knew was that a win would not
come easy, and one need look farther
than those two regular season games to
understand why. The first game was
won by Marist, 73-71 in Poughkeepsie,
and the second, an 82-68 win by the
Stags, was closer than the score suggested. In fact, the game was won by the
Fairfield in overtime.
This was by far the strangest game
statistically for the Stags all year. With
the exception of freshmen Mike

Photo: Sports Jnfo.
Darren Phillip's 28 points and 11 rebounds weren't enough to get the Stags to the 2nd round
of the MAAC tournament.
Fitzpatrick and Kevin Kuper, every
Fairfield player saw at least nine minutes
of action. Players such as freshmen Leroy
Robertson and Chris Rivers, guys who
have played somewhat sparingly this season, were on the court for 31 and 20
minutes, respectively. With the exception
of sophomore forward Darren Phillip, who,
like his teammates, has experienced an
up-and-down year in terms of individual
statistics, the rest of Fairfield's starters
combined for, get this, seven whole points.
Phillip, who finished the season with
213 points (10.7 points per game), unleashed on the Red Foxes, going 12-of-20
from the field and 4-for-8 from the line,
for a total of 28 points. Phillip can lay
claim to having garnered a double-double
in this game as well, after registering 11

rebounds. That is not the first time this
year that Phillip has destroyed Marist, as
he played a large role in the regular season victory over the Red Foxes as well.
"I didn't think that I would have as
much offensive success against them this
time, simply because I thought they would
double-team me," Phillip said. "As far as
the team goes, I have no idea why we
struggled at times against Marist this
year."
With the Red Foxes leading by eleven
at the half, 39-28, the Stags regrouped
during the break, and it was they who
outscored their opponents by eleven in
the second half. With the score knotted at
63 as regulation wound down, it was
inevitable that yet another game against
Marist would be decided in overtime.

When all was said and done, it was
Marist who escaped with a one point
victory, 74-73. Unfortunately, there
would be no more late season miracles
again this year for the Stags. No ESPN,
no NCAA tournament, no Carolina, no
anything. In a second, it was over.
"We were in the right frame of mind
heading into the game," Phillip said.
"We were ready to go. We just fell
short."
At times this season, positives were
hard to uncover. It seems that the negatives were holding them hostage. From
the lack of division one experience
among the freshmen, to the lack of student support for the team. In fact, the
sad irony is that no matter how pathetic
attendance appeared to be for the men's
team, the support for the women was
even worse. Right now, THEY are the
team going to the Big Dance.
Didier Boucard, one of the brightest
spots for the Stags all season, a player
who seems to have a double-double
every game, has been recognized within
the realm of college basketball as a
player who not only possesses solid
skills on the court, but in the classroom
as well. Because of his achievements,
Boucard has been named to the GTECoSIDA District One All-America
Men's Basketball Team.
This season was undeniably one of the
most disappointing in recent years for
the Stags. Fortunately, the team will
remain almost completely intact for next
season. Although that was also the case
coming into this year, the players have
gained more experience and know what
to expect. There is absolutely no reason
why, following next season, people
should look back in retrospect and wonder what could have been, just as we find
ourselves doing now.
"Obviously we are disappointed.
We're young and when we had opportunities, we let them slip away," Phillip
said. "The fans are a little disturbing
here as well because when you lose a
couple of games, they disappear. The
fans and players have to be a family that
win and lose together. When we get the
fan support, our morale is undeniably
better. In terms of the players, we have
to focus on getting ready for next year."

Stags' skaters slash Roger Williams on senior night
Matthew Payne
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University ice
hockey team finished their season with
two games over the weekend. The Stags
defeated Roger Williams this past Friday
in their final home game of the season,
and bowed to Sacred Heart in the last
game of the season this past Saturday to
end the year at 12-12.
Fairfield's four seniors were
recognized for their accomplishments
over the past four seasons. Captain
Michael Condelli was among those honored. He was the only senior to participate in 100 career games for the Stags,
and finished his career with 44 points,
including 24 goals and 20 assists.
Assistant captain, Marc

Spellane, netted two goals and had 11
assists this season and finished sixth in
scoring for the Stags this year with 12
points. In his four years, Spellane had 6
goals and 30 assists to round out his
career with 26 points.
Russ Flynne was the second
highest-scoring senior for Fairfield this
season. He notched four goals and assisted on four others in 1998. Flynne
finished with 24 career goals and 25
assists.
The fourth and final senior acknowledged was Ryan Murray. In his
four years, Murray recorded some of the
most prolific scoring statistics in Fairfield
history. In the 1997-98 season alone, he
surpassed the 100 point mark with his
50th goal and 50th assist. He was second
on the Stags this year in scoring with 39
points, and ended his career with 121

points, including 54 goals and 67 assists.
The Stags hosted Roger Williams on Friday at the Wonderland of Ice
in Bridgeport. Fairfield had a strong
performance overall, and defeated the
Hawks 8-3. Fittingly, all four seniors
started in the game. Flynne had two
goals, Condelli netted a goal, and Murray
had three assists. Rob Curtis also continued his stellar season, as he notched a
goal and two assists and became the 25th
player in Stags history to surpass the 100
point mark. Curtis completed the season
with 27 goals 17 assists.
On Saturday, Sacred Heart defeated Fairfield for the second time this
season. The game was tied 1-1 after the
opening session. Freshman Kevin Cahill
scored for Fairfield and Murray and Tim
Viens got the assists. In the second
period, the pioneers scored 2 goals and

took the lead, 3-2. Murray and Cahill
assisted on Viens' 16th goal of the season
in the period. In the third, Sacred Heart
added another goal to stretch the lead to
4-2. Murray netted his 12th goal of the
season later in the period to cut the deficit
to one goal, but the Stags could get no
closer. John True stopped 27 Pioneer
shots in goal.
Despite the disappointing 4-3
loss to end the season, coach Mike
Doneghey was generally pleased with
the team's performance this season. It
took a little time for the guys to adjust to
Doneghey's coaching style, but the team
managed to finish with a .500 record.
Next year the Stags will participate in the newly formed MAAC Hockey
League which will be the fifth Division I
hockey league in the nation.
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Dave Cooks:
A student athlete's
best friend
Terence Chang
Contributing Writer
When a student athlete decides
to become a member of one of Fairfield
University's athletic programs, that
person automatically accepts the responsibility of completing not one, but
two jobs to the best of his/her ability. A
strict, daily routine that consists of
classes, studying, practice, food, and
sleep leaves no room for error, and
many students simply are not ready to
take all of this into their own hands,
especially when exploring the newfound freedom that is college.
When these pressures cause a
student athlete to slip up, it's time for
David Cooks, Coordinator of Programs!
for Student Athletes, to intervene and
solve the problem.
Coordinator of Programs for
Student Athletes is quite a mouthful,
but this title fully encompasses all the
aspects of Cooks' job. On a day to day
basis, Cooks must make sure that each
individual athlete is fully utilizing the
academic support made available by
Fairfield. He takes care of basic duties
such as assembling class schedules
around practice schedules. He also acts
as a liaison between the student athlete
and the coaches or faculty. Every day
and night, Cooks makes himself available as he watches over the students in
study hall. A normal workday usually
lasts at least 13 hours.
You may say to yourself,
"Why would a man want the job of
looking after 500 students every day,
which seems almost like taking over the
role of a parent?"
"I don't consider what I do as
being parental guidance -1 don't have
to go home to these kids at night,"
Cooks said. "Sometimes I hold hands,
■sometimes I slap hands, and sometimes
I have to cut off hands."
Cooks has continuously migrated East over the 33 years of his life,
stopping along the way to complete
pieces of a life puzzle. Now is his third
year at Fairfield, he feels that everything has been a perfect fit. He was so
sure that coming to Fairfield was the
right thing to do that he turned down a
lifelong dream to coach Division I basketball at the University of Pacific.
"I feel I'm doing what I'm
supposed to be doing," Cooks said.
"When I first came to Fairfield, I was so
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Dave Cooks
impressed by the quality of the people and
their vision in life. It was a no-brainer."
Cooks carries a Bible with him at
all times, and has lived by the word of Jesus
ever since he was 13.
"You reap what sow," Cooks said
tome, which translates almost directly into
his philosophical outlook on life. He believes that the game of life is very simple
when you listen to God because the good
you do will come back to you ten fold.
Every day, Cooks brings this attitude into the atmosphere of the athletic
facility to achieve his personal goal. Ironically, his personal goal is to make a difference in the lives of his athletes. Although
Cooks has often been in the spotlight and
even made appearances on television, his
athletes are truly what matters most to him.
"I enjoy the notoriety, but that's
just human nature." Cooks said. "It's not
my intent. I just do certain things because
its the right thing to do. To sacrifice for
another is something special in my book."
Cooks also aims to develop the
maturity level in his student athletes. He
wants students to know that they are responsible for the consequences of their
decisions. Basically, he wont tell you what
to do, but he'll make sure that you don't
make an ignorant decision.
"I think students appreciate that I
have a job to do, but they don't always
understand," Cooks said. "I get frustrated
with immaturity because F m only trying to
help students based on what I've seen. I
feel responsible for someone not doing
their best."
As the interview came to a close,
I felt a little jealous of the athletes at
Fairfield because I thoroughly enjoyed the
afternoon I spent conversing with Cooks,
yet I cannot utilize his knowledge everyday like the athletes can. After all, there are
not too many men in this world willing to
put others before themselves.

Women's hoops headed for Big Dance
Continued from p. 16
At that point two of the Stags' seniors
stepped up. Grossarth hit an enormous
three and Driscoll followed with a lay-up
to give Fairfield a 7 point lead. From
there, the Greyhounds never rebounded.
"When Loyola came close, we
didn't feel asenseof urgency," Grossarth
said. "We calmed down. We have too
many offensive weapons to panic."
Driscoll led the Stags with 17
points and was named the tournament
MVP. Strumpf recorded her third doubledouble in as many games (10 points and

10 rebounds) and was named to the all
tournament team. Grossarth added 16
points for the Stags and freshman Holly
Tapley came off of the bench to hit two big
threes and post five rebounds and four
assists.
On Sunday the brackets for the
NCAA tournament will be announced and
the Stags will find out who they will play
in the first round. However until then
Coach Nolan and her squad deserve to
savor their championship and the attention
that it brings.
Congratulations ladies!
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Athletes of the Week
Rob Curtis

Page Driscoll

Curtis, a junior
from Hanover,
MA, had a
milestone week as
his goal against
Roger
Williams last
Friday enabled
him to become
only the 25th
player in
Fairfield's ice
hockey history to
surpass the 100
point plateau for
his career. On the
season, Curtis
finished with 27
goals and 17 assists, while leading
the Stags to a .500
, record (12-12).

Driscoll, a senior
from Devon, PA,
played a pivotal role
against Manhattan,
St. Peter's, & Loyola
last weekend, while
leading women's basketball to the MAAC
tournament championship. En route to
being named tournament MVP, Driscoll
accumulated 56
points over the three
days. Not only did
she lead the Stags in
points against the
Jaspers & Greyhounds, but her total
of 29 against
Manhattan was a
career high.

Intramural update.♦♦ ♦
Timothy Reen
Contributing Writer
The intramural hockey and
basketball seasons have finally concluded. The Bruins won the Hockey
championship, as Mike Clark was
named league MVP. For basketball,
the Goats won the A-league championship (Kharis Byrd, MVP), the Hasbeens
took home the B-league crown (Michael
Cagney, MVP - Tom Corr was given
consideration, but had to be snubbed
due to the fact that we would all hear
about it for the remainder of our lives),
andDunkin'Donuts were the C-league
champions (Chris Zengo, MVP).
The hockey season concluded
with Dave Bridges stoning the Canucks
in a 6-1 blow out. Bridges' stellar
goaltending was complemented by the
brilliant offensive play of Mike Clark,
Russ Ballato, and Buddy Ferris.
The tremendous defensive efforts of Kersey and Buddha held Keith
"Cheese" Macksoud and his pathetic
teammates to one meager goal. After
the game, the Jersey trash on the losing
team praised the extraordinary hockey
talent of their Boston-based opponents.
"He's simply amazing," Mike
McCabe of the Canucks said of Mike
Clark. "I would give anything to be
blessed with his athletic ability."
Clark could not be reached for
a post-game interview because he had
to go hit the sauna in an attempt to lose
those final ten pounds for spring break.
The intramural basketball Adivision playoffs were highlighted by

the Goats ten point defeat of the Boxeating Eagles. The shooting and driving
ability of rookie of the year Keith Urgo
couldn't overcome the tremendous height
advantage of the Goats. The Goats' tandem of Kharis Byrd and Shannon Bowman
was complemented greatly by the guard
play of Dwayne Sims, Lomax Edwards,
and Brandon Jubrey.
TheC-division finals sawDunkin'
Donuts defeat Team Haybar in a classic
basketball confrontation. If any of you
were wondering why Chris Zengo was
chosen as MVP of the C's, the reasons are
actually quite simple. He has a tie to the
lovely town of Norwood^, Massachusetts.
Seeing as I did not know anyone else
participating in this game, he was my unanimous choice for C-division MVP.
The day' s most entertaining game
pitted the Hasbeens, fresh off their floor
hockey championship, against the Lizbots,
fresh off a few fights at the SeaGrape
Cafe's Mardi Gras party the night before.
Their Saturday night exploits left the likes
of George Hemmer, Rob Gallagher, and
Joe Simpson off their usual steady games.
The explosive offensive barrage, headed
by Tom Corr and Michael Cagney, lifted
the underdog Hasbeens to an emotional
victory. Corr hit a couple of big secondhalf threes that put the game away.
Cagney said his team was inspired
by the play of Russ Ballato. Ballato, who
was hospitalized the night before, contributed with six key points to set the tone.
Ballato's performance paralleled Michael
Jordan's spectacular display in game six of
the NBA finals last year against the Utah
Jazz.
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Sports
CHAMPS AT LAST
Stags capture elusive MAAC title
Michael Nagy
Staff Writer
After years of frustrating MAAC tournament losses
that ended successful seasons
one step short of each squad's
ultimate goal, the women's basketball team finally received
what it deserved this past Sunday. The Stags are going too the
NCAA tournament as the 19971998 Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference champions.
"We were always crying the last couple of years,"
Fairfield coach Dianne Nolan
said after her team's 59-53 victory over Loyola earned the
Stags their first trip to the NCAA
tournament since 1991. "But
this year, they are happy tears."
The tears of joy that
the Stags experienced on Sunday could just of easily have
been tears of agony two days
earlier in the quarterfinals, as
Fairfield trailed 7th seeded Manhattan by 7 points with 1:17 to
play in the game. However, in
miraculous fashion, the Stags
made a dramatic comeback to
send the contest into overtime
and earn a hard-fought, 89-83
victory. It was a game that signaled to the rest of the conference that this time, nothing was
going to come between the Stags
and the championship. It was a
game in which two seniors, who
had anguished through the disappointments of the past, took a
team on their backs and carried
it to victory.
With a five-point deficit staring her team in its face
with less than 45 seconds left to
play in the game, Page Driscoll,
who was brilliant all day, nailed
an enormous 3-pointer from the
right side that cut the Lady Jaspers' lead to 76-74. The senior
from Devon, Pennsylvania
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Jessica Grossarth's 16 points helped lift the Stags to a MAAC titleclinching 59-53 win over Loyola.
range with a minute left to play.
poured i n a career-high 29 poi nts
"Our kids played with
during the contest, while shoota
lot
of
determination
because
ing 13-of-17 from the floor.
they
didn't
want
to
get
that
feelDriscoll'sheroics were
ing
again,"
said
Nolan,
referring
matched by those of her fellow
to the disappointments of years
senior, Chantel Williams. With
past.
eight-tenths of a second remainAfter defeating Maning and her team trailing by two,
hattan, the Stags ran into a tough
Williams took an inbound pass
St. Peter's squad in the semifiand drilled a 10-footer from the
nals. Feeding off of the emotion
left side of the court. The senior
from
the prior day's comeback
from Irvington, New Jersey
the
Stags
quickly jumped out to
poured in 15 points off of the
a
31
-10
lead
on the Peahens and
bench for the Stags and provided
led
34-20
at
the
half. On several
the same spark that she has for
occasions
after
the break, St.
the past four years.
Peter's
pulled
to
within three
Also key to victory was
points.
However
Fairfield rethe play of a freshman who had
fused
to
give
up
its
lead, and the
never experienced the Stags' disStags
held
on
to
win 64-51.
appointments first hand. While
Williams
led
the
Stags
with 18
Gail Strumpf played well during
points,
despite
playing
just 23
the entire game and registered
minutes.
The
senior
hit
13ofthe
16 points and 13 rebounds, it
17 free throws that she atwas during the final ten minutes
tempted.
Once again Strumpf
of regulation that the center
played
well
under the boards,
played her best. Strumpf poured
contributing
15 points and 13
in 10 points during that span and
rebounds. Senior guard Jessica
was an enormous reason why the
Grossarth added 13 points for
Stags were even within striking
the Stags and Driscoll chipped
in 10.
The victory over the
Peahens put Fairfield in a familiar posiffon, playing Loyola in
the Championship game. In both
1994 and 1995 the Stags lost to
the Greyhounds with the conference title on the line. However this year's team was much
more experienced and talented
than either of those squads.
The Stags quickly
jumped out to a 32-26 lead at
break, but were unable to put
away the talented Greyhounds.
With 5:20 to play in the game
Loyola cut Fairfield's lead to
50-48 and the conference championship was waiting for either
team to make a run and take it.
photo: Sports Info,
Continued on p. 15
Stags celebrate after a big play in this weekend's MAAC tournament.

It's been a long
time coming
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
"All for one...one for all."
This line, which was made famous by the Three Musketeers, can be found on the cover of the 1997-98 Fairfield University
women's basketball media guide. For Fairfield, it is not meant to
embody the exploits of the three historic swashbucklers. Rather, it
brings to life the idea of a close-knit team looking to excel as a single
unit. It also describes the quest that three seniors in particular hoped
to finally complete in their fourth and final year at Fairfield.
The elusive goal was finally realized this past Sunday, as
the Stags knocked off Loyola 59-53 to claim Fairfield's first MAAC
championship in seven years - a championship that seniors Jessica
Grossarth, Page Driscoll, and Chantel Williams have watched slip
away in each of the three previous seasons.
Fairfield's version of the Three Musketeers did everything
in their power to disarm their MAAC competitors throughout the
season. Grossarth and Driscoll, the big point scorers, and Williams,
who always provided a spark off the bench, were the main reasons
why the 1998 MAAC season ended with tears ofjoy rather than tears
of pain. The talented trio felt this pain when the Stags were defeated
in the MAAC championship game in 1995 and 1996, and when
Fairfield was upset by 7th seeded Niagara in the first round of the
league tournament last year. Despite these setbacks, Grossarth saw
no reason for the past to infringe upon the present coming into this
season.
"Last year, we had a great season. I don't think that one bad
game in the MAAC tournament takes away from all we accomplished during the regular season," Grossarth said in an interview
back in October. "The goal of the captains this year is to bring all of
the players together as one. We don't want any of the younger
players to feel left out. If our team chemistry is good, there's no
telling how far we can go."
Grossarth's prophecy came true at the Pepsi Arena in
Albany just five days ago, as Fairfield locked up the MAAC title and
a berth in the NCAA tournament. Grossarth and Driscoll led the team
in scoring, while Williams was her usual steady self off the bench.
But the Stags also got some big efforts from the future big
three, freshmen Gail Strumpf, Holly Tapley, and Allison Thorne.
Strumpf posted her third double-double of the MAAC tournament
with 10 points and 10 rebounds. Tapley drilled two big 3-pointers,
while Thorne helped control the paint with seven big rebounds. It all
ads up to a complete team effort, with all chipping in to achieve one
big goal.
And while the credit is being passed around for the success
of the 1997-98 season, it is impossible to overlook the coaching of
Dianne Nolan. Over her 19-year tenure at Fairfield, Nolan has
become one of the most well-respected coaches in the Northeast.
However, year after year, she has still had to fight to get her team the
recognition it deserves - recognition that has always seemed to be
buried beneath the obsession with men's basketball at Fairfield.
Despite wining three MAAC championships, posting four
20-win seasons, and 15 non-losing seasons, Nolan's teams have
always been the victims of pathetic crowds and weak media coverage. This year, the Stags were even given second billing on the
student bus schedule up to Albany, as a shuttle was only provided for
the women's championship game, while shuttles were scheduled to
be provided for the duration of the men's stay in Albany.
But it was Nolan and the women's team who were riding
into the campus center on the victory wagon following this weekend's
events in Albany. Hopefully, the big crowd that gathered in the foyer
of Barone to greet the MAAC champions is a sign of good things to
come from a support standpoint for the women's team.
However, for now, the Stags' main focus will be on getting
Nolan her first NCAA tournament win. Although the Stags will most
likely be a 15th or 16th seed and will go up against one of the top
teams in the nation, last year's near miss by the men's team against
North Carolina showed the hoops-viewing world that basketball
teams at Fairfield are not content with simply winning the MAAC.
And if Grossarth, Driscoll, Williams, and their strong
supporting cast can come together and put forth a solid team effort
next week in the NCAA tournament, there's a good chance that
Fairfield will come up with at least one big win for all Stags fans to
savor forever.

